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Abstract
Music technologies will open the future up to new ways of enjoying music both in terms of music creation
and music appreciation. In this lecture, I will discuss how we can enrich music experiences by music
technologies, such as singing synthesis technologies, music understanding technologies, and music
interfaces, by showing some practical research examples. From the viewpoint of music creation, for example, I
will introduce the world's first culture in which people actively enjoy songs with synthesized singing voices as
the main vocals: singing synthesis breaks down the long-cherished view that listening to a non-human
singing voice is worthless. As for music appreciation, I will introduce our challenge of deploying research-level
music interfaces as web services that augment people's understanding of music, enable music-synchronized
control of computer-graphics animation and robots, and provide various bird's-eye views on a large music
collection. Further advances in music signal processing, machine learning, and human-computer interaction
will make interaction between people and music more active and enriching.
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